Automation Success

TLC Technologies partnered with
our organization to automate

Oracle’s Hyperion Suite: TLC’s client is a world-leading financial services company,
advising clients in all aspects of finance, around the world, around the clock. The
company has adapted a client focused, capital-efficient strategy to optimize the use of
capital and improve its cost structure in order to deliver attractive returns for their
shareholders.

the processing for our
Financial Reporting application
allowing us to provide our
applications to our End Users
on 27x7 availability basis
thorough a continuous update
process completely free of
human intervention.

The innovative approach taken

In Private Banking, they remain committed to a long-term international growth strategy,
focusing on onshore, faster growing and large markets and the ultra-high-net-worth
individual client segment as key growth areas, and continuing to build a strong position
in the market while enhancing their efficiency.
In Investment Banking, they are redeploying capital in order to invest and grow
businesses and significantly reduce risk-weighted assets and their cost base. They are
investing in and growing businesses where we have competitive advantages and
synergies with Private Banking and Asset Management.
In Asset Management, they are expanding the range of alternative products in
collaboration with Private Banking and Investment Banking, growing there fee-based
revenues and driving further cost reductions through platform optimization and
outsourcing.

by TLC fit our needs 100% and
has withstood the test of time.

Our applications have been

In order to achieve these business goals the company needed their decision makers to
have access to their financial and performance information on a 24x7 basis. Old or
stale information would not provide the business with the data required to quickly
respond to the client and business segment demands. The company engaged TLC
Technologies to design and build the automation required to meet the information need.

running using the automation
methodology for eight 8+ years
now with great reliability.
Director of Financial Reporting

TLC Technologies consulted with the client’s Business and Information Technology
representatives to craft an automation process that would provide the 24x7 availability the
company needed. Our experts designed a customized batch process, using Oracle’s
Hyperion Suite, to fully automate the processing for the application. The process runs
without human intervention 24hrs a day each day and releases new versions of the
Hyperion applications in conjunction with the availability of data from regain to region.
The result is a constantly updating application providing the global organization with the
most up-to-date information available on a global basis.
The automation was so well received and has run like clockwork for 8+ years to-date that
TLC’s methodology has been leveraged to automate numerous additional Oracle &
Hyperion based application with the client’s application portfolio.

